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Winter Deer  
1663 / 1664 / 1665

Combination of soft deer split palm and non-pilling 
fleece with Heatlok® insulation for added warmth. 

Excellent form fitting contoured pattern with a 
modified wing thumb. XS-XXL 

1663 Black deer split palm with gray fleece back.
1664 Gold deer split palm with black fleece back.
1665 Black deer split palm with black fleece back.

1666 Kids styles only - assorted colors.  
(For Kids sizes see “Small Sizes”)

1548BLK 
Split deerskin with a comfortable keystone 

thumb, shirred back and lined with Thinsulate® 
insulation. Sizes XS-XL

1548 Brown deerskin. XS-XL

2150H
Extremely comfortable winter lined grain deerskin. 
Keep warm with windproof Heatlok® insulation 
to protect the back of the hand. Stretch knit back 

and Velcro cuff closure. XS-XXL

2151H Black grain deerskin version. XS-XXL

2152T 
Beige, premium pigskin palm, blue stretch knit 
back with a neoprene knuckle and Velcro wrist 

strap. Thinsulate® lined for winter warmth.  
XS-XXL

2152THV 
Grain pigskin palm, high visibility orange stretch 
back with neoprene knuckle and Velcro wrist 

closure. Thinsulate® lined. XS-XXL

1572 
Driver style grain pigskin with a Bolton thumb, 

knuckle strap, stretch knit back, shirred wrist and 
fleece liner for added warmth. S-XL

1951 
High visibility in a day-and-night winter driver! All 
grain palm driver, Thinsulate® lined, with ANSI 
107 high-visibility fluorescent orange back and 
a 3M® sewn-in strip of reflective tape. Keystone 

thumb shirred back, and rolled leather hem. 
XS-XXL 

2160T 
Gold pigskin palm, knit back, Velcro wrist 

closure and wear/grip patches on the palm and 
fingertips. Thinsulate® lined. XS-XXL

2153T 
Grain goatskin palm, black stretch back with 
neoprene knuckle and Velcro wrist closure. 

Thinsulate® lined. XS-XXL

2152TW
Grain pigskin palm, black stretch back with 
neoprene knuckle and Velcro wrist closure. 

Thinsulate® lined with a waterproof membrane 
to keep out both the cold and the wet. XS-XXL

2180
Synthetic leather palm with anti slip patches 

for added grip. ® and steel reinforced 
knuckle area for greater protection and 

durability. Waterproof. XS-XXL
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HEATLOK™

WINTER LINED GLOVES

Heatlok is a blend 
of hollow and micro 
fibers that create a very 
effective yet economic 
insulating material 
available in several 
Majestic glove styles.
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All Majestic Mechanics gloves feature a 
pre-curved finger design following the 
natural contours of the hand. This results 
in a much more comfortable glove. 
Quality Is No Accident.

Pre-Curved
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